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SPECTRAL TYPES OF SKEWED
IRRATIONAL ROTATIONS
GEON

H.

CHOE

O. Introduction

Throughout this article the unit circle T = {e 21ris : s real} is identified
with the half-open interval [0,1). Given an irrational number 8 E T
and an interval I c T, we define for n ~ 1 an integer-valued function
Sn;I(X) == 2:j~~ XI(x + j8) where XI is the characteristic function of
I. Then the Kronecker-Weyl theorem states that limn->oo ~ Sn;I( x) =
m(l) for every x where m is the normalized Lebesgue measure on T. If
Yn - Sn;I(O) (mod 2), Yn E {O, I}, then one might expect that the limit
/10(1) limN-+= iJ 2:~=1 Yn exists and is equal to t. But W.A. Veech
[16J proved that the existence of /10(l) depends only on the length of
the interval I for fixed 8 and that /lo(I) exists for every interval I C T
if and only if 8 has bounded partial quotients in its continued fraction
expansion, which is contrary to our intuition. Recall that a function f
is called a coboundary if it is of the form f(x) = g(x)g(x + 8) for some
measurable function 9 of modulus 1 almost everywhere. In the case when
() has bounded partial quotients the limit /lo( I) exits and is equal to t
if exp( 7ri X I) is not a constant multiple of a coboundary.
1
In this article, we investigate the behavior of the sequence f0 exp( 7ri
Sn;I(x))dx. Since exp(7riSn;I(O)) = 1-2Yn, we see that /l0(1) = tis
equivalent to the condition
1
lim N

N->=

N

L exp( 7riS ;I(O)) = O.
n

1

Note that exp(7riSn;I(X)) = exp(7riSn;I-x(O)) and that the existence of
the limit /l0(1) depends only on the length of the interval I. Hence
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the limit of the sequence ~ L:~ exp(-7riSn ;I(X)) is 0 for any x E 11.' if
and only if the same is true for x = o. Thus if /If)(I) equals
then

!'

lim ~ L:~ Jo exp( 7riSn ;I(x)) dx = O. In Section 1 we find the necessary
and sufficient condition for which
1

lim N1

N-----oo

L I1
1

N
1

exp(7riSn ;I(X))dxl

0

= O.

1

The advantage of considering Jo exp( 7riSn;I( x)) dx instead of Yn is that
we can use spectral theory of unitary operators. And we can estimate
the extent of irregularity of convergence to zero. See Theorem 1, (iii).
Define a unitary operator U : L 2 (1I.') ---* £2(11.') by (U 1)( x) = A(x )f( x +
0) where IA( x) I == 1 almost everywhere. Then for a constant function
1, we have (U n 1)(x) = A(x)A(x + O)···A(x + (n - 1)0)) for n ~ 1.
1
Let P be the spectral measure on 11.' such that U = Jo e2 1l"ix dP( x). The
spectral properties of P depend on A(x). For example,

is the n-th Fourier-Stieltjes coefficient of the positive Borel measure /l1 :
E I-t (P(E)l, 1) where E is a measurable set in 1l'. It is known that
the spectral type of P is pure, i.e., it is either purely discrete or purely
singular continuous or purely absolutely continuous. In other words, the
maximal spectral type of U is pure. For, if we let

be the decomposition into three U -invariant subspaces such that U has
absolutely continuous spectrum in Hac and singular continuous spectrum
in H sc and discrete spectrum in Hd' then each subspace is invariant under
the multiplication by e 2 1l"ix and the irrational rotation by o. Hence each
subspace is either the whole space £2(1l') or the trivial subspace {O}. It
can easily be shown that A(x) is a constant multiple of a coboundary
if and only if P is discrete. It is also known that if P is absolutely
continuous, then it is also Lebesgue, in other words, there exists f E
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L 2 (T) such that the positive Borel measure f-t f : E

I--t (P(E)f, 1) is the
Lebesgue measure on T. For the details, see Helson ([7],[8]).
In Section 1, an integral version of Veech's theorem is obtained by
classifying the spectral types of U where <p( x) is a step function. In
Section 2, regarding A(x) = e21ri q,(x) as a map from the unit circle into
itself, we show that the winding number of A : T ---+ 1[' classifies the
spectral types of U for sufficiently smooth functions A.
We use the continued fractions as a computational tool. Only the
following elementary facts will be used: Let f} = [aI, a2, ... , ak, ... ] be
the continued fraction expansion of an irrational number f} E T, where
aI, a2, ... are positive integers which are called partial quotients, and put
mk/nk = [aI, a2, ... , ak] where mk and nk are relatively prime. Then we
have 1f}-(mk/nk)1 < 1/( J5nD for infinitely many pairs of (mk, nk). For
every irrational number f} with bounded partial quotients, there exists
a positive constant c for which the inequality If} - (m/n)1 < c· 1/n 2
has no solution in integers m and n, n > O. On the other hand, for an
irrational number f) with an unbounded sequence of partial quotients the
inequality has an infinite set of solutions for any arbitrary c > O. The
irrational numbers with bounded partial quotients form a set of measure
zero. For a standard reference, see [10].

1. Spectrum and uniform distribution

An operator U is defined as in Section O. Let us consider the case
when A(x) is given by A(x) = exp( 7riX I (x)) where XI is the characteristic
function of an interval leT. In this case, the unitary operator U on
L 2(T) is given by (U 1)( x) = exp( 7ri XI (x) )f( x + f}). So for some spectral
1
measure P defined on T, un = J0 e21rinxdP(x). Since for n 2": 1
n-1

n

(U 1)(x)

= exp(7ri L

k=O

XI(X

+ kf})) = exp(7riSn ;I(x)),
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we see that

1
1

expCrriSnjI(X» dx =

l\u nI)(X) dx

= (UnI, 1)

1
1

=

e21rinxd(p(x)1, 1),

Jo

1

thus we can investigate the properties of the sequence exp( 1riSnj I( x) )dx
by classifying the spectral types of the spectral measure P.
1. Let P be the spectral measure corresponding to the
unitary operator
THEOREM

(Uf)(x) = exp(1rix f (x»f(x

+ fJ), f

E

L 2(1').

Then one and only one of the following three cases occurs:
(i) P is absolutely continuous (hence Lebesgue), and

1
1

lim

n ......oo

0

exp( 1riSnjI( x» dx = O.

(ii) P is singular continuous, and for some set J
lim

t exp(1ri SnjI( x») dx

nfLJ,n......oo 10

c

N of density zero,

= O.

(iii) P is discrete. In this case we have exp(1riXf(X» = >.g(x)g(x + fJ)
for some >., 9 such that 1>'1 = 1, Ig(x)1 == 1 a.e., and

where

ak

is the k-th Fourier coefficient of g(x).

Proof. To prove (i) is obvious we note that

Jo exp( 1riSnj I(X)) dx is the
1

Fourier-Stieltjes coefficient of the absolutely continuous measure E

t-+
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(P(E)I, 1), hence the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma implies the convergence
to zero as n --t 00.
Now N. Wiener's theorem says that for a Borel measure f..l on 11',

where {x k} k C 11' are all the atoms of the measure f..l and ji( n) is the
n-th Fourier-Stieltjes coefficient of f..l. So if P is continuous, then the
measure f..ll(·) = (P(·)I, 1) is also continuous, hence the right-hand side
is O. Since

Iv

we have limN-+oo L~ 1I0 exp(7riSn (x))dxI 2 = o. Thus (ii) is proved.
Now we prove Part (iii). A unitary operator V defined by (Vf)(x) =
g(x)g(x + O)f(x + 0) for f E L 2 (11') has the same spectral type as U
and I(U n l,l)1 = \(V n 1, 1)1 for every n since the ergodicity of irrational
rotations implies 1..\1 = 1. Note that M V = To M where M denotes
the unitary operator defined by multiplication by the function 9 and
To is the rotation by B. Hence V and To are unitarily equivalent and
V n = M- 1 T; M. Note that

(V n l, 1)

1

= (M-IT; Ml, 1) = (T; Ml, Ml) = (Tog, g).

If P k denotes the orthogonal projection in L 2 ('f) onto the I-dimensional subspace spanned by e21rikx for each k, then To = Lk e21rikO P k . If a
spectral measure Q is defined by Q( {kB}) = Pk for each k and Q( E) = 0
if E n {kO : k E Z} = 0, then we have the spectral representation To =
1 21rix
fo e
dQ(x). Since g(x) = Lkake21rikx and Q(E)g = LkOEEPk9 =
""
LJkOEE ak e 27rikx ,we h ave

(Q(E)g, g)

= (Q(E)g, Q(E)g) =

L
kOEE

lakl

2

=L
k

2

lakl DkO(E),
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where b r is a Dirac mass at T E 1'. Now applying Wiener's theorem to
the measure (Q(.)g, g) and using the fact that

we obtain limN_oo ~ 2:~ I(V n 1, 1W = 2:~oo lakl 4 • This completes the
proof.

If A(x) = exp(7riX(1-o,l)(x», then we have A(x) = e- rriO
q(x)q(x+O) where q(x) = errix , 0 < x < 1. In this case ak(q) = ~. 2Ll'
hence L~-oo lak 14 =
Note that we obtain the same value for any
interval of length O.
Now we define a subgroup Go of l' as follows: t E Go if and only if
exp(7riX[o,t) is a constant multiple of a coboundary. It can be shown
that Go is measurable. Consider the functions Ar(x) on l' defined by
Ar(x) = exp(7riX[o,r), 0 < r < 1, r rational. J.P. Conze [4J showed
that Ar(x) is not a constant multiple of a coboundary. Hence r (j. Go
for such a rational number r. Note that the cosets of Go in l' with
representatives r rational, 0 < r < ~, are all distinct. Hence the index
ofthe subgroup Go c Tis the continuum. For, if it were countable, then
the total measure of the circle group would be zero. Hence the case (iii)
in Theorem 1 hardly occurs.
If 0 has bounded partial quotients, then z· 0 = Go. But this is not the
case when 0 has unbounded partial quotients. If 0 be an irrational number with unbounded partial quotients, then the set Go is uncountable.
(See [16J. And for related results, see [14J, [15].)
REMARK.

t.

For x E JR, put Ilxll = dist(x,Z):::;
the case (i) does not occur.

t.

The following result tells when

THEOREM 2. Let 0 be an irrational number with unbounded partial
quotients and let {Pn/qn}~=l be the convergents in its continued fraction
expansion. If an interval leT of length b satisfies the condition that
IIqnbll :::; C < ~ for every n except for finitely many n's where C is a
constant, then the operator defined by

(U f)(x) = exp(7riXI(x»f(x + 0),

f E £2(1')
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has a singular spectrum.

Proof. Since 8 has unbounded partial quotients in its continued fraction expansion, we see that for any E > there are infinitely many pairs
of (p, q) such that 18 - piqI :::; E • 1 I q2. In the rest of the proof, we assume that E is sufficiently small, for example, E <
~
C). Note that
such numbers piq are necessarily convergents of 8. So we can choose an
increasing sequence {qnk} ~1 consisting of denominators of convergents
of 8, which will be also denoted by {qn HO for the sake of notational
simplicity, such that for each n there exists an integer Pn, (Pn,qn) = 1,
satisfying 18 - (Pnlqn)/ :::; E' l/q; and IIqnbll :::; C < ~.
Note that

°

H-

Since {kpn : 0:::; k < qn} = {O,I, ... ,qn -I} (mod qn), we see that
{kpnlqn: 0:::; k < qn} = {0,l/qn,2Iqn, ... ,(qn -1)/qn} in 1r and {k8:
0:::; k:::; qn -I} are close to the points {0,I/qn,2/qn, ... ,(qn -1)lqn}.
More precisely, each open neighborhood of radius E . 1I qn around the
points {k· 1/ qn ; k = 0,
, qn - I} contains one and only one point from
the set {k8: k = 0,1,
,qn -I}.
From now on we fix qn' Let bn be the number satisfying qnbn = Ilqnbll.
Then
bn :::; C . (1/qn) and b = T • (l/qn) + bn or b = T • (1/qn) - bn
where T is the closest integer to qn b.
Now we first consider the case when the interval I is of the form
1= [0, b). Put II = [0, T' l/qn) and define two integer-valued functions
on 1r by

°:: ;

and

Then
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where 12 is either one of the intervals of the form

[r/qn,rqn+On) or [r/qn-on,r/qn).
Note that any interval of length shorter than or equal to 1/(2qn) cannot
intersect more than one interval in T of the form

since € < 1/4. Hence a translate of the interval 12 contains at most
one point from the set {kIJ : 0 ::; k < qn} since h has length equal to
On ::; C· (1/qn) < ~ . (1/qn). That is, IJ(x) - J1 (x)1 = 0 or 1. Put
E = Uk:~1(I2 - kIJ). Then E = {x E T: IS(x) - Sl(x)1 = 1}. Note that
the measure of E does not exceed C and that S(x) = Sl(X) on T\E.
And put F = {x E T : S( x) = r}. Since Sl (x) = r on the set
1

qn -1

T\

U [k. - -

1

~

k=O

1

€. - ,

~

k· -

~

1

+ € • -),
~

we have that

F J T\ (

1

qn -1

U [k. -qn -

1
€ • -,

k=O

qn

1

k.- +€ .
qn

1
-

qn

)

UE).

Note that exp(7riS(x» = ±e1rir since S(x) is an integer for every x. Put
F1 = {x : exp(7riS(x» = e1rir }. Then Fe F1 and

m(Fd ~ m(F) ~ 1- (2€ + m(E» ~ 1- (2€ + C) = 1- C - 2€ >
Since

1

qn- 1

1

(U 1,1) =
Qn

o

exp(7ri

1

L

xj(x+kIJ»dx

k=O

1

=

exp(7riSqn ;I(X»dx

= e1rir • m(F1 )

-

e1rir • (1 - m(Fd)

= e1rir (2m(Fd - 1),

1

"2'
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we have

I(U qn 1, 1)1

= 2· meAd -

1 ~ 1 - 2C - 4€ >

o.

This is true for infinitely many qn' Therefore, I(U qn 1, 1)1 ~ J{ > 0 for
some constant J{ for every n, hence U cannot have absolutely continuous
spectrum.
In the case that the interval I is of the form [to, b + to) = to + [0, b)
we use S( x - to) and Sl (x - to) and obtain the same estimate as above
which yields the same conclusion.
Let () be an irrational number with unbounded partial quotients. If b is a rational number where 0 < b = c/ d < 1, (c, d) = 1, d
odd, then U has singular continuous spectrum since Ilqn bll ~
(1 - ~)
and since if the length of the interval I is rational other than 0 or 1 then
Conze's result [4] implies that the function exp( 7riXI(X)) is not a constant
multiple of a coboundary hence the spectrum of U is continuous.
REMARK.

t.

2. Winding numbers and spectra
As before, we let () be an irrational number and define a unitary
operator U on £2(,][,) by (Uh)(x) = A(x)h(x+9), hE £2(,][,), where A(x)
is a function of modulus 1. Then there exists a spectral measure P on ']['
l
such that un = fo e2trinx dP( x). In this section we classify the spectral
types of P by the winding number of the map A : '][' -+ l' for sufficiently
smooth A. For example, if A( x) = e2trimx for some nonzero integer m,
then U n l is a constant multiple of e 2trimn x, hence (U n l, 1) = 0 if and
only if n i=- 0, therefore E I-t (P(E)I, 1) is the Lebesgue measure on l'
and the maximal spectral type of U is Lebesgue.
H. Furstenberg[6] proved that if a continuous mapping A : l' -+ 1r
has nonzero winding number and if it satisfies that for all x, x' E 1',
IA(x)-A(x')1 < Mlx-x'i for some M, then it is not a constant multiple
of a coboundary. Hence in this case we have a continuous spectrum.
The following result is due to A.G. Kushnirenko[12]. It will be needed
in the proof of Theorem 5 which is the main theorem. (He proved the
result for m = 1 but the same is obviously true for any nonzero m.)

Let m be a nonzero integer, and let f(x) be areal-valued C 2 _
function on 1r. Then ~e have: if If'(x ) + m I > 0 on 1r, then the spectrum
LEMMA.
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of V is Lebesgue for every

e where (Vh)(x) = e21ri (f(x)+mx)h(x + e)

for

2

hE L (1I.').
Note that f( x) can be regarded as a periodic function with period 27r
on the real line. We shall obtain a result in which there is no growth
condition on f( x). The following will be used later.
LEMMA 3. For any real trigonometric polynomial p(x) defined on
11.' there exists a real trigonometric polynomial w( x) such that p( x) I
p( X) dx = w( x + e) - w( x) where e is an irrational number.

Jo

J:

Proof. For sufficiently large N, we have p( x) p( x ) dx
Lo<lnl::;N ane21rinx. Since
is irrational, we can find bn such that
an = bn(e21rine -1),0 < Inl ~ N. Then WI(X) == LO<lnl::;Nbne21rinx

e

J:

satisfies p( x) p( x) dx = WI (x
by taking the real part of WI (x).

+ 0) - WI (x). Hence w( x) is obtained

The following fact is needed to prove Proposition 4. For the proof,
see [12].
KOKSMA'S INEQUALITY. Let 0 ~ Xl

< X2 < X3 < ... < Xn

~

1 be
an increasing sequence of n real numbers, and f( x) a function on 11.' of
bounded variation. Then

where the discrepancy function D~( {xi}i=l) is defined by

D~ ( {x d i=l) = l~ttn { max { Ii ~ 1 -

Xi

and VarU) is the total variation of the function

I, I~ - xii} }
f

on the interval [0,1].

PROPOSITION 4. Let f be a real-valued Cl-function on 11.'. Then the
unitary operator (Uh)(x) = e 21rif (x) h(x + 0), h E L 2 (1I.'), has singular
spectrum, i.e., its spectral type is either discrete or singular continuous.

Jol

f' (x) dx = O. Choose a real trigonometric polyProof. Note that
nomial PI (x) defined on 11.' such that max x E1r If' (x) - PI (x) I < E/2 for a
sufficiently small positive constant E. Then
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= P1(X) - fo1P1(x)dx.

Put p(x)

max If(x) - p(x)1
xE']]'

Then we have

~ max If(x) xE']]'
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P1(x)1

+

111 P1 (x) dxl< c.
0

Note that f; p(x) dx = O. Put P(x) = fox pet) dt. Then P(x) is also a
real trigonometric polynomial on 'f. Now by Lemma 3, there exists a real
trigonometric polynomial w(x) on 1I' such that P(x) = w(x+8)-w(x)+c
where c is a suitable constant. Put g( x) = I( x) - P( x). Then g is of class
C 1 on 1I' and Ig'(x)1 = If(x) - p(x)1 < E. Note that for q(x) = e2 7l"iw(x)
we have

where A = e27l"ic is a constant.
Hence the unitary operator U : L 2 (1I')

(Uh)(x)

--t

L 2 (1I') which is defined by

= e27l"i f (x)h(x + 8) = q(X) Ae 27l"i g(x) (qh)(x + 8)

is unitarily equivalent to the unitary operator (Vh)(x) = e27l"i g (x)h(x+8)
since V M = MU where M is the unitary operator given by the multiplication by q. Note that (V n1,1) = An f exp(27ri L:;:-~ g(x + k8)) dx,

n"21.
Since the inequality 18 - Pn/qnl < )s(l/q;) holds for infinitely many
pairs of two relatively prime numbers (Pn, qn), where Pn/qn is necessarily a convergent in the continued fraction expansion of 8, we can
choose an increasing sequence {qnH'° for which the aforementioned inequality holds true. For qn fixed, we have {kpn/qn : 0 ~ k < qn} =
{O, l/qn, 2/qn, ... , (qn - l)/qn} as subsets of 1I' and the inequality Ik8-
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kpn/qnl < )g(l/qn) implies that each open neighborhood of radius
)g(l/qn) around the points {k ·l/qn : k = O,
,qn -I} contains one
and only one point from the set {kO : k = 0, 1,
, qn -I}. Hence the discrepancy function D;n in Koksma's inequality satisfies D;n ({kO} k:~l) <
(1 +
)(l/qn).

.is

J01 Ig'(x)ldx < E. Put gt(x) == get + x), then
J01g( x) dx = J01gt( x) dx, Var(gt) = Var(g) < € for any t and Koksma's
Note that Var(g) =

inequality implies that for any fixed t E 'f,

Since we can choose 9 so that € is as small as we want, we see
that for every x E 'f, lexp(21riE!~~lg(x + kO» - flnl < El, fln =
1
exp(21riqn Jo g(x) dx), for some €1 sufficiently small and that

I J; exp(21ri E!~~1 g( x + kO»

I(V qn 1,1) I 2:
1 - €1 > 0 for every n and we conclude that the spectral type of V is not

dx -

J.ln I < El· Hence limn->oo

absolutely continuous.
Now we are ready to state the main theorem.
5.. Let A(x) be a C 2 -map from 'f to 'f with a winding
number m. Then the unitary operator (Uh)(x) = A(x)h(x + 0), h E
L 2 ('f) has Lebesgue spectrum if and only if m =/:- O.
THEOREM

Proof. : If A( x) has its winding number zero, then Proposition 4
implies that U has singular spectrum. Suppose A( x) have a nonzero
winding number m. In other words, A(x) = >.e 21ri (mx+f(x» where f
is a C 2 -function on 'f. As in the proof of Proposition 4, we can find
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q(x) and g(x) satisfying e2trif (x) = e2trig (x)q(x + 9)q(x) and Ig'(x)1 < E
for sufficiently small E. Hence Kushnirenko's result implies that V :
L 2('lI') ---+ L 2('lI'), (Vh)(x) = e27ri(g(x)+mxlh(x+9) has Lebesgue spectrum
since Ig' (x) + m I > 0 for every x E 1'. Since M q U = V M q , we see that
U and V are of the same spectral type, therefore we conclude that U
has Lebesgue spectrum.
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